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UK: G730-U00 Purchased from a carrier in the UK, as a box (not working). B-Man and Testbox_UK is the network. Looks like
the planned UK launch is 04/03/2020, and is available for £2374. So that may be a valid service manual for it. Sweden:
G730-U00 Purchased from a carrier in the Netherlands. Great looking, but actually a Huawei-branded kit from Nokia's
network. Was supposed to come with a sales guide, but only ended up having a service manual, schematics and a few other
items. So it seems this kit has been superseded, in the same way that the US kit did. USA: G730-U00 Found on eBay, and not
working. Poland: G730-U00 Came with a service manual, and some schematics. Not much else, so not sure what's going on
here. Update (and a possible error) In 2020, Huawei shipped the G630-U00 to China. Perhaps confusingly, in 2020 they also
shipped the G730 to China, but seemingly unaware that the G630 is actually a screen-less version of the G730. So, it seems they
are using "G730" as a term to refer to the G730-U00 screen-less version. Of course, if that is the case, all of my "G730-U00
schematics" are for some other G730 model, that is being shipped to the USA. Hint: The G730-U00 is called "G630" in China.
See the "Update:" section at the top of this page for what's going on. Again, this should not be confused with a later model,
G730-U00. Support If you need support or have more questions about this device, you can contact me for support, by sending
an email to info@dasheeptestbox.org. If you want me to check whether it is compatible with your network provider, you can
contact me with the network operator's name or model name to get an estimate. Otherwise, sorry, it isn't for sale. Legal You will
not use this information to transmit any illegal material or material owned by the copyright holder. f678ea9f9e
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